
1. Introduction
The Vlasov equation provides an established theoretical foundation for kinetic plasma physics and a wide vari-
ety of fundamental plasma energization phenomena (e.g., Harris, 1962; Landau, 1946; Nicholson, 1983; Roth 

Abstract Temporal, spatial, and velocity-space variations of electron phase space density are measured 
observationally and compared for the first time using the four magnetospheric multiscale (MMS) spacecraft at 
Earth's magnetopause. Equipped with these unprecedented spatiotemporal measurements offered by the MMS 
tetrahedron, we compute each term of the electron Vlasov equation that governs the evolution of collisionless 
plasmas found throughout the universe. We demonstrate how to use single spacecraft measurements to improve 
the resolution of the electron pressure gradient that supports nonideal parallel electric fields, and we develop 
a model to intuit the types of kinetic velocity-space signatures that are observed in the Vlasov equation 
terms. Furthermore, we discuss how the gradient in velocity-space sheds light on plasma energy conversion 
mechanisms and wave-particle interactions that occur in fundamental physical processes such as magnetic 
reconnection and turbulence.

Plain Language Summary Measuring spatial and temporal variations of space plasmas usually 
requires choosing between the following two approaches: (a) measure how the quantity of interest changes in 
time as the plasma flows past a single spacecraft, or (b) compare measurements of the quantity gathered from 
multiple, spatially separated spacecraft. The first approach requires measurements at two different times from 
the same spatial location, while the second requires simultaneous measurements taken from multiple spatial 
points. There are advantages and disadvantages to each of these existing approaches. While single-spacecraft 
measurements may be gathered at high time resolution, a known limitation of single-point data sets is the 
inability to distinguish between spatial and temporal variations: both a thin, slow-moving structure and a 
thick, fast-moving one could produce the same measured time series of a quantity when sampled at only 
a single spatial location. In many situations, multipoint measurements, such as those provided by NASA's 
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) four-spacecraft mission enable us to overcome that limitation; however, 
oftentimes electron-scale structures of interest are even smaller than the close inter-spacecraft separation of 
MMS, which means typical techniques for estimating spatial gradients from the four spacecraft also become 
inaccurate for those events. In this paper, we present a new approach for quantifying variations in a collisionless 
plasma that only requires information about the plasma particles and fields taken at a single point in time and 
space.
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et al., 1996; Vlasov, 1945; and references therein). The unprecedented instrumentation onboard NASA's Magne-
tospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission designed to probe the electron diffusion region (EDR) of magnetic recon-
nection (e.g., Burch et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2018) enable direct measurement of each term in the Vlasov 
equation. Recently, Shuster et al. (2019) established a technique that utilizes the Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) 
spectrometers onboard the four MMS spacecraft to directly measure the spatial gradient term of the electron 
Vlasov equation, v ⋅ ∇fe. This approach was then adopted to characterize and intuit the velocity-space structure of 
v ⋅ ∇fe in various spatial gradient situations that develop within Earth's dayside magnetopause (Shuster, Gershman, 
et al., 2021). In this paper, we present and compare MMS measurements of all three terms in the electron Vlasov 
equation for the first time, including the temporal derivative term ∂fe/∂t and the velocity-space gradient term (F/
me) ⋅ ∇v fe, in the context of electron-scale current layers at the magnetopause. Once MMS measurements of each 
term in the Vlasov equation are obtained, we investigate how those terms balance in velocity-space, a procedure 
which is a kinetic analog of considering the balance of terms in the electron momentum equation and hence the 
generalized Ohm's law central to our understanding of the magnetic reconnection process.

The continuity of phase-space density, as stated by the Vlasov equation itself, points to a new approach for quan-
tifying variations in a collisionless plasma that, in principle, only requires knowing the particles' velocity-space 
structure at a single point in time and space. Using data from the suite of FPI spectrometers onboard the MMS 
tetrahedron, we show how to infer qualitatively equivalent spatiotemporal variations of electron-scale structures 
from careful measurements of the electron velocity distribution function's shape in velocity-space. Rather than 
suffering from inherent spatial and temporal ambiguities, this approach relies on the third term in the electron 
Vlasov equation, and thus is limited mainly by the velocity-space resolution of the particle detectors and the 
accuracy of the electromagnetic field measurements.

For steady-state structures, the primary term in the electron momentum equation capable of balancing a nonideal 
parallel electric field E// is the parallel component of the electron pressure divergence (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ , which is espe-
cially difficult to measure for electron-scale structures since the spatial scales involved are commonly smaller 
than even the close inter-spacecraft separation of MMS. Wilder et al. (2017) reported parallel electric field E// 
signatures persisting for hundreds of Debye lengths in the context of a symmetric, magnetosheath EDR magnetic 
reconnection event with a significant guide field. For approximately steady-state structures moving rapidly past 
the spacecraft, better spatially resolved measurements of the spatial gradient of a quantity along the current sheet 
normal direction may be estimated by that quantity's temporal derivative. For example, Torbert et al.  (2017) 
applied this technique to explore the normal (N) component of the electron pressure divergence ∇NPeNN in an 
EDR encountered by MMS. In this paper, we develop a method utilizing single-spacecraft ∂fe/∂t measurements in 
the spacecraft frame to probe the kinetic structure of the electrons contributing to (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ to support these types 
of persistent E// signatures associated with EDRs and the magnetic reconnection process at Earth's magnetopause.

Any quantity obtainable from moments or gradients of the electron velocity distribution function fe(v) may be 
explored in velocity-space. Analogously to how taking moments of the kinetic quantities fe, vfe, and (v − Ue) 
(v − Ue)fe yields fluid quantities such as density ne, bulk velocity Ue, and the pressure tensor Pe, taking moments 
of gradients in these kinetic quantities ∇fe, v ⋅ ∇fe, and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe also yields important gradients and physically 
meaningful fluid quantities, such as: ∇ne, ∇ ⋅ Pe, and Je ⋅ E, and so on. Understanding the velocity-space structure 
of each of these quantities deepens our understanding of how fundamental energy conversion processes can oper-
ate in a collisionless plasma, which is directly relevant for studies of magnetospheric reconnection, turbulence, 
and wave-particle interactions such as Landau damping (e.g., Afshari et al., 2021; C. Chen et al., 2019; L.-J. 
Chen, Hesse, Wang, Bessho, et al., 2016; L.-J. Chen, Hesse, Wang, Gershman, et al., 2016; Genestreti et al., 2018; 
Gershman et al., 2017; Gurram et al., 2021; Horvath et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019; McCubbin et al., 2022; Ng 
et al., 2011; Servidio et al., 2017; Sitnov et al., 2018; Shuster et al., 2014, 2015; Stawarz et al., 2021; Wang 
et al., 2016, 2018; Webster et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017).

2. Methodology: Computing Electron Phase-Space Density Variations With FPI
In this section, we present our methodology for utilizing FPI Dual Electron Spectrometer (DES) data to compute 
each derivative of phase space density that appears in the electron Vlasov equation, given by:

!"#

!$
=

%"#

%$
+ ! ⋅ ∇"# −

#

&#

(" + ! × #) ⋅ ∇!"# = 0. (1)
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Figure 1 features a conceptual overview that illustrates each computation technique using the thin, electron-scale 
current layer observed by MMS on 23 December 2016 reported previously (Shuster, Bessho, et al., 2021; Shuster 
et al., 2019; Shuster, Gershman, et al., 2021). In the Lagrangian frame following a phase space element, the 
Vlasov equation states that dfe/dt  =  0, which corresponds to the physical statement that phase space density 
is conserved along particle trajectories. In the Eulerian spacecraft frame, however, we must compute each of 
the partial derivative terms shown above in Equation  1, where we refer the reader to Appendix  A for more 
detailed discussions regarding our computation techniques. Our computational approaches for the three terms 
∂fe/∂t, v ⋅ ∇fe, and −(e/me) (E + v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe are shown sequentially in Figures 1a–1d (top row), Figures 1e–1h 
(middle row), and Figures 1i–1m (bottom row), respectively. Comparing the rightmost distribution panels shown 
in Figures  1d, 1h, and  1m), the resulting velocity-space structures are qualitatively similar, even though the 

Figure 1. Visualization for the velocity-space balance of each term in the Vlasov equation for the electron-scale current layer observed on 23 December 2016. The 
three rows illustrate the computation procedure for each term in the electron Vlasov equation: (a)–(d) ∂fe/∂t, (e)–(h) v ⋅ ∇fe, and (i–m) (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. Panels (a, e, i) show 
conceptual illustrations of the three distinct ways in which phase space density gradients are computed with magnetospheric multiscale (MMS): (a) the time derivative 
∂fe/∂t is computed with a single spacecraft using data sampled at multiple points in time, (e) the full spatial gradient term v ⋅ ∇fe requires simultaneous measurements 
from all four, spatially separated spacecraft, and (i) the velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe is computed by combining fe(v) taken from a single spacecraft at a 
single point in time and space with the electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields measurements. (b) Two electron distribution slices from MMS 1 used to estimate (c) the 
time derivative ∂fe/∂t. (d) Using the steady-state assumption (see text for details), the quantity (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t represents a higher spatially resolved version of v ⋅ ∇fe. 
(f) Electron distribution slices from all four MMS spacecraft needed to estimate the spatial gradient terms ∇//fe, ∇⊥1fe, and (g) ∇⊥2 fe. (h) Taking the dot product of the 
velocity-space coordinate v with ∇fe, we obtain the full spatial gradient term v ⋅ ∇fe. (j) A single electron distribution on which velocity-space gradients are performed 
and combined with the fields measurements to yield (k) (−e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe and (l) (−e/me)(v ×B) ⋅ ∇v fe. (m) Adding the results from (k) and (l) together, we obtain the 
full velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe, which exhibits a velocity-space structure that is qualitatively consistent with (d) v ⋅ ∇fe and (h) v ⋅ ∇fe as expected from 
the Vlasov equation. Panel (d) for (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t and (m) for (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe were computed from the four-spacecraft average < fe > for comparison with (h) v ⋅ ∇fe. Each 
velocity-space panel represents a slice taken in the v⊥1-v⊥2 plane.
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computation approach required to obtain each term is fundamentally different. Computing the time derivative 
term ∂fe/∂t in the MMS frame, we sample fe at multiple points in time using data from a single spacecraft. For the 
full spatial gradient term v ⋅ ∇fe, simultaneous fe measurements taken from each of the four spacecraft are utilized. 
Finally, for the velocity space gradient term −(e/me) (E + v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe, single spacecraft measurements of the 
distribution fe from FPI (Pollock et al., 2016), the electric field from the Electric Field Double Probes (EDP) 
(Ergun et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016), and magnetic field from the Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Russell 
et al., 2016) are required. The following sections explain our approach for computing each term in more detail.

Throughout the paper and for all figures, the distributions shown represent slices in velocity space, and are shown 
in field-aligned coordinates where v// is parallel to the magnetic field B, v⊥1 is oriented along (−Ue × B) × B 
(roughly the E × B direction, where E is the electric field, and Ue is the electron bulk velocity), and v⊥2 is along 
−Ue × B (roughly along the direction of E).

2.1. Temporal Derivative: ∂fe/∂t

In Figures 2f and 2g, we compare first-order and fourth-order accurate finite difference estimations of the instan-
taneous time derivative ∂fe/∂t, where the first-order forward difference expression is given by

!"#

!$
≈

"#($%+1) − "#($%)

Δ$
, (2)

and the fourth-order central difference expression is given by

!"#

!$
≈

−"#($%+2) + 8"#($%+1) − 8"#($%−1) + "#($%−2)

12Δ$
, (3)

where ti specifies the i th time index. The full 3D electron velocity distribution function provided by DES is 
sampled every Δt = 30 ms, so the total time intervals required to compute the first-order and fourth-order approx-
imations are 60 and 150 ms, respectively. Additionally, because the above estimations require combining fe meas-
urements gathered at different times, it is important to perform the computations in an inertial frame such as 
Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, rather than in a time-varying field-aligned coordinate system.

2.2. Spatial Gradient: v · ∇fe

We implement the approach recently developed and applied by Shuster et al.  (2019) and Shuster, Gershman, 
et al. (2021) to compute the v ⋅ ∇fe term, visually summarized in Figures 1e–1h. The technique used for comput-
ing ∇fe is, in principle, identical to the standard multi-spacecraft approach used to estimate the spatial gradient 
of any quantity of interest (Harvey, 1998). In general, fe(E, ϕ, θ, t) is sampled by the four spacecraft at different 
times and different ϕ locations; thus, we linearly interpolate fe in time and azimuth to ensure the same region of 
velocity space is being compared during the four spacecraft gradient estimation. Shuster et al. (2019) include a 
more detailed discussion of this methodology and make use of the standard deviations for the fe measurements 
(Gershman et al., 2015) to estimate the uncertainty of the technique, which is reported to be on the order of 10% 
of the measurement magnitude. Typical inter-spacecraft separations for MMS are on the order of 10 km. Thus, 
for electron-scale structures whose thicknesses are significantly smaller than this separation, the four-spacecraft 
estimate of ∇fe decreases in accuracy. Nevertheless, following the example of Torbert et al. (2017), in this paper, 
we present examples of how ∂fe/∂t may be used to estimate ∇fe along the normal direction when there is evidence 
suggesting the plasma structure passing by the spacecraft is steady-state.

2.3. Velocity-Space Gradient: (F/me) · ∇v fe

The velocity-space gradient term requires the most care to compute because data from three instrument suites 
with different cadences are needed. In this paper, we benchmark the computation technique for two electron-scale 
current layer encounters: the first is from 23 December 2016 (see Figures 1–4), and the second is from 1 October 
2016 (see Figure 5) (see Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) for more details about these events). In the last row of 
Figures 1i–1m, we show intermediate steps of the computation, including velocity-space slices of the contribu-
tion from the electric and magnetic field terms, −(e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe and −(e/me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe, which add together to 
create the self-consistent quadrupolar structure needed to balance the v ⋅ ∇fe term. To help reduce the uncertainty 
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arising from performing the velocity-space derivative ∇v operation, we first smooth the distribution. We then 
implement fourth-order centered difference derivative estimations to obtain the necessary velocity-space deriva-
tive components (see Appendix A for more details of the computation procedure). We perform the computation 
using two different approaches: the first is performed with respect to the {E, θ, ϕ} coordinates native to the FPI 
detectors, and the second is obtained after interpolating the distribution to a Cartesian velocity-space grid {vx, vy, 
vz}. The results of both approaches are qualitatively consistent, and are presented side by side in Figure 4. We note 

Figure 2. Single-spacecraft measurements of ∇fe and ∇ ⋅ Pe obtained from ∂fe/∂t. (a)–(c) Four-spacecraft measurements of relevant plasma properties for the event 
presented in Figure 1: (a) z-component of the magnetic field in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, (b) perpendicular current density J = en(Ui − Ue) 
computed from Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) moments data for each spacecraft, and J = ∇ × B/μ0 using the curlometer technique with Fluxgate Magnetometer 
(FGM) data (orange trace), and (c) ⊥2-component of the standard four-spacecraft electron pressure divergence ∇ ⋅ Pe (orange trace), along with the single-spacecraft 
versions of ∇ ⋅ Pe obtained from integrating ∂fe/∂t as described in Section 3.1. The gold circles in (c) benchmark our moments procedure, showing how the integral 
quantity me ∫ !⟂2 (v ⋅ ∇fe)d 3v matches almost exactly with the standard measure of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 . (d, e) Electron velocity distribution slices in the (d) v⊥1-v⊥2 and (e) v⊥1-v// 
planes taken from the time indicated by the dashed line in panels (a)–(c). (f, g) v⊥1-v⊥2 slices of the temporal derivative ∂fe/∂t computed via (f) first order and (g) fourth 
order finite difference estimation procedure. (h) v⊥1-v⊥2 and (i) v⊥1-v// slices of the four spacecraft average (−1/VN) < ∂fe/∂t > for comparison with (j, k) analogous  
slices of the standard four-spacecraft measurement of the spatial gradient term ∇⊥2 fe. (l, m) 1D cuts of (−1/VN) < ∂fe/∂t > and ∇⊥2 fe along v⊥1 at v⊥2 = 0 for quantitative 
comparison.
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that the electric and magnetic fields are averaged to the DES 30 ms resolution to arrive at the final expression for 
the velocity-space gradient term that appears in the Vlasov equation.

3. Balance of Terms in the Electron Vlasov Equation at the Magnetopause
In this section, we compare the velocity-space structure of all three terms in the electron Vlasov equation. This 
comparison is analogous to investigating the balance of terms in the generalized Ohm's law, which can be derived 
from taking the first moment of the ion and electron Vlasov equations, except that in this work, we are exploring 
the balance of each term throughout the entire 3D velocity-space accessible to the FPI spectrometers.

3.1. Single Spacecraft ∇ · Pe Measurements Obtained From ∂fe/∂t

We immediately see from Figure 1c that throughout velocity space, ∂fe/∂t (colorbar maximum is 10 −26 s 2/cm 6) is 
roughly 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the v ⋅ ∇fe term (Figure 1h) and the (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe term (Figure 1m) 
(colorbar maximum is 10 −24 s 2/cm 6), as noted by Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) who focused on the steady-state 
Vlasov equation (i.e., assuming ∂fe/∂t ≈ 0). Now that we can directly compare measurements of ∂fe/∂t to v ⋅ ∇fe, 
we are in a position to clarify this result with additional nuance that is required to properly understand the phys-
ical situation and account for the MMS observations. For the purposes of the simplified v  ⋅ ∇fe model devel-
oped by Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021), it was reasonable to neglect the relatively small ∂fe/∂t term entirely. 
However, in Figure 1c, we clearly see that ∂fe/∂t exhibits a well-resolved, crescent-shaped structure. Furthermore, 
multiplying ∂fe/∂t by the quantity (−v⊥2/VN) (which will be explained below) as we do in Figure 1d, we recover a 
velocity-space structure comparable both in shape and magnitude to the other two Vlasov equation terms. Thus, 
we need not ignore ∂fe/∂t, since evidently this term holds important physical information to convey, along with a 
useful data product to offer.
Returning to the steady-state assumption of (Shuster, Gershman, et al., 2021), we express the relationship between 
∂fe/∂t, ∇fe, and v ⋅ ∇fe as follows.

!"#

!$
≡

%"#

%$
+ !&$' ⋅ ∇"# ≈ 0 → −()

%"#

%*)

≈
%"#

%$
 (4)

|! ⋅ ∇!"| ≫
|
|
|
|

$!"

$%

|
|
|
|
, (5)

where ∂fe/∂t is the time derivative in the spacecraft frame, and the convective derivative notation Dfe/Dt indi-
cates a time derivative of fe as would be observed in a frame moving with the current layer's structure velocity, 
!!"# = $% "̂% . For the events considered here, the typical structure velocity ranges from about VN ≈ 50–100 km/s, 
whereas the typical electron thermal speed at the magnetopause is on the order of vth,e ≈ 1,000–10,000 km/s. 
Thus, for the electron velocity space coordinates v measurable with FPI, we arrive at the statement in Equation 5 
because |v| ≫ |VN|. Nevertheless, Equation 4, which is valid for steady-state structures, suggests a technique for 
using ∂fe/∂t to approximate ∂fe/∂xN and hence v ⋅ ∇fe whenever the following reasoning is valid:

! ⋅ ∇!" ≈ #$%!"∕%&$ ≈ (−#$∕'$ )%!"∕%(, (6)

where vN is the velocity-space coordinate in the direction of the spatial gradient. Equation 6 is a good approx-
imation for the events considered here and in several previous studies (Shuster, Bessho, et al., 2021; Shuster 
et al., 2019; Shuster, Gershman, et al., 2021). The notable advantage offered by Equation 6 is that, for some cases, 
when the structure velocity Vstr is mostly aligned with the gradient direction, then we are permitted to use (−vN/
VN)∂fe/∂t as a proxy for v ⋅ ∇fe. In other words, we may effectively trade the spatial resolution of v ⋅ ∇fe for the 
temporal resolution of ∂fe/∂t. Because DES samples fe every 30 ms, and typical structure velocities are on the 
order of 50–100 km/s, then the 30 ms temporal resolution translates to roughly 1–3 km spatial resolution, for 
example, (50 km/s) × (0.03 s) = 1.5 km. Compared to the typical 10 km inter-spacecraft separation that usually 
constrains the validity of ∇fe, the resolution offered by ∂fe/∂t for steady-state structures constitutes an order of 
magnitude increase in spatial resolution. If, however, the structure of interest propagates nearly perpendicularly 
to the gradient direction, then Vstr ⋅ ∇fe will be too small to make use of this procedure. Additionally, with an 
inter-spacecraft separation of 10 km and DES cadence of 30 ms, electron-scale structures moving past the space-
craft at velocities VN exceeding roughly 300 km/s also would not be sufficiently resolved by this approach.
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Evidence for the validity of Equations 4–6 is presented in Figure 2 (compare Figures 2h and 2j), where we see that 
(−1/VN)∂fe/∂t qualitatively agrees with previously reported MMS measurements of the velocity-space structure 
of ∇⊥2 fe. In this figure, we explore the ⊥2-component of the electron pressure divergence ∇ ⋅ Pe obtained from 
taking moments of the (−vN/VN)∂fe/∂t measurements, where here v⊥2 ≈ vN points roughly along the !̂GSE direction. 
The three panels in Figures 2a–2c show the structure of the current layer as encountered by the four spacecraft. 
In Figure 2c, we benchmark our integration method by demonstrating that (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 obtained from taking the 
first moment of the term v  ⋅ ∇fe (gold circles) matches (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 obtained in the standard way by computing 
the four-spacecraft gradients of FPI's Level 2 (L2) moment quantities (orange trace). This excellent agreement 
arises essentially due to an exchange in the order of operations for computing (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 : first integrating the 
distribution to obtain pressure moments followed by taking the spatial gradient of those moments yields the 
same result as first differentiating the distribution itself and then integrating the result. Additionally, we show 
the  single-spacecraft versions of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 obtained by:

(∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 ≈ "! ∫
#⟂2(" ⋅ ∇$!)%

3
# ≈ "! ∫

#⟂2

(
−#⟂2
&'

)
($!

()
%
3
# =

(
−1

&'

)
(*!⟂2,⟂2

()
, (7)

where we note that for the events considered here, the contribution from the inertial term ∇ ⋅ (meneUeUe) is negli-
gible, consistent with the results discussed by Shuster et al. (2019).
These single-spacecraft measures of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 are better spatially resolved than the four-spacecraft version, 
which significantly underestimates the magnitude of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 because the current layer thickness is less than 
the spacecraft separation. Measuring (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 from each spacecraft reveals a distinct bipolar signature that 
self-consistently works to balance the normal electric field known to develop in asymmetric current layers (e.g., 
Bessho et al., 2016, 2017). The previously reported electron pressure divergence computed in the standard way 
from the four spacecraft was found to contribute at most 30% to the force balance within this electron-scale 
current layer (Shuster et al., 2019). The single-spacecraft measure of ∇ ⋅ Pe that we compute here by taking 
moments of the term (−1/VN)∂fe/∂t is found to be 3–4 times larger than the previously reported results, which 
significantly modifies our understanding about the balance of the terms in the electron momentum equation and 
generalized Ohm's law for these thin, electron-scale current structures.
Comparing the velocity-space structure of the (−1/VN)∂fe/∂t term to ∇⊥2 fe, the perpendicular slice in v⊥1-v⊥2 
exhibits consistency, while the v//-v⊥1 slice reveals an additional signal in the −v// direction that was not resolved 
by the four-spacecraft measurements (compare Figures 2i and 2k). In the following paragraphs, we discuss the 
implications of this additional v// feature and the effect it has on (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ . For a sustained E// to be balanced in 
a steady-state 1D current layer, there must be some contribution from ∇ ⋅ Te or ∇ ⋅ Ti in order for the plasma 
to maintain quasineutrality, which can be seen by considering the parallel components of the electron and ion 
momentum equations (using n = ni ≈ ne):

!∕∕ =
(∇ ⋅ !")∕∕

#$
= −

(∇ ⋅ !#)∕∕

#$
. (8)

If we attempt to impose the constraint ∇ ⋅ Pe = Te ⋅ ∇ne and ∇ ⋅ Pi = Ti ⋅ ∇ni along with the requirement that ∇ 
→ ∂/∂x⊥2, then Equation 8 cannot be satisfied because the resulting ion and electron terms have different signs. 
Analogously to Equation 7, we obtain (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ from ∂fe/∂t via the approximation:

(∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ ≈ "! ∫
#∕∕(" ⋅ ∇$!)%

3
# ≈ "! ∫

#∕∕

(
−#⟂2
&'

)
($!

()
%
3
# =

(
−1

&'

)
(*!∕∕,⟂2

()
. (9)

This single spacecraft measure of the parallel component of the electron pressure divergence (see the green traces 
in Figures 3c and 3d) exhibits qualitative agreement with the parallel electric field E// (black traces), whereas 
the standard four-spacecraft measure of (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ shows no such agreement. We note that the higher frequency 
fluctuations in E// detected by EDP later in the interval are not captured by the FPI measurements because the 
frequency of those variations is higher than the DES cadence.
The v⊥1-v⊥2 slices of fe observed by MMS 2 (Figure 3, panels A1–A3) exhibit an electron crescent-shaped structure, 
similar to that observed by MMS 1 (see Figures 2d and 2e). The velocity-space structure of (−1/VN)∂fe/∂t and (−v⊥2/
VN)∂fe/∂t in the v⊥1-v⊥2 plane (Figure 3, panels B1–B3, and C1–C3) exhibit similar crescent and quadrupole struc-
tures as those modeled in Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021), except here the effective spatial resolution for calculating 
∇fe is improved (about 1 km instead of 10 km). The bipolar velocity-space signature along v⊥1 at t1 in B1 seen as 
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MMS enters the layer is consistent with a bulk velocity gradient ∇Ue signature. At the maximum (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ at time t2, 
distribution B2 exhibits a more complicated, elongated crescent structure. As MMS exits the layer, the distribution 
slice in B3 is reversed in polarity compared to B1. At the E// peak (time t2), the v//-v⊥2 slice of fe (panel D2) shows 
an enhanced, asymmetric electron population in the lower left quadrant (v// < 0 and v⊥2 < 0). The presence of this 
electron population skews the distribution and contributes to the off-diagonal element of the electron pressure tensor 
Pe//,⊥2, the gradient of which acts to support E// within the layer. The corresponding velocity-space structures of (−1/
VN)∂fe/∂t and (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t in the v⊥1-v⊥2 plane (Figure 3, panels E1–E3, and F1–F3) show which electrons contrib-
ute to the ∇ ⋅ Pe moment to self-consistently balance the sustained E//. In particular, panels E2 and E3 show a region 
of velocity space in the lower left quadrant featuring an asymmetric enhancement with (−1/VN)∂fe/∂t > 0 (red color), 
corresponding to the electron population in v// < 0 and v⊥2 < 0 that emerges when taking the difference of distribu-
tions D2 and D3. Multiplying by the velocity-space coordinate v⊥2, we obtain the structures in panels F1 through F3, 
which contribute directly to (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ upon integrating over velocity space. Both panels F2 and F3 show a surplus of 
unbalanced negative (blue) pixels, which result in the −(∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ < 0 signature in panel (d) at times t2 and t3 needed 
to support E// < 0. Panel F1 exhibits a more symmetric structure, which is why (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕∕(!"!) is nearly 0 at time t1.
For comparison to the MMS 2 measurements, panels G1–G3 show fe as observed by MMS 1, along with the 
corresponding spatial gradient term ∇⊥2 fe computed from the four spacecraft, at times t4, t5, and t6 (panels H1–
H3). Although the spatial resolution of the four-spacecraft ∇⊥2 fe is not as well-resolved compared to the quan-
tities obtained from ∂fe/∂t discussed above, there is still a discernible pattern corresponding to local gradients 
in the electron temperature components. These distinct structures readily seen in panels H1 and H3 correspond 
to spatial gradients in the perpendicular and parallel electron temperatures, respectively, as indicated by the 
schematics in Figures 3e and 3g. The middle diagram in Figure 3f illustrates the polarity of a cut along the 
v⊥2-direction (for Figure 3e) or the v//-direction (for Figure 3g), indicative of how the spatial gradient in the distri-
bution's temperature operates to effect the tripolar velocity-space peaks in ∇⊥2 fe.

3.2. Comparing the First Measurements of (F/me) · ∇v fe to v · ∇fe and ∂fe/∂t

In this section, we discuss the first measurements of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe with MMS, and we present a comparison of 
the velocity-space structure of each term in the electron Vlasov equation to assess the consistency of the gradi-
ent calculations. Figure 4 illustrates each step required to compute the full (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe term with MMS. For 
context, the uppermost panel (Figure 4a) shows four spacecraft measurements of the perpendicular electron bulk 
velocity Ue⊥1 with times t1 and t2 indicating the times at which the v⊥1-v⊥2 distribution slices below are taken. 
The second panel (Figure 4b) shows the balance of the dominant terms in the electron momentum equation. 
Because the thickness of the current layer is smaller than the spacecraft separation, the single-spacecraft meas-
ure of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 (blue trace) balances best with the force density ene(E + Ue × B) (orange trace), whereas the 
standard four-spacecraft measure of (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 (green trace) is broadened and reduced in magnitude. We compute 
the first moment of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe (gold circles), which exhibits excellent agreement with the force density term 
ene(E + Ue × B) (orange trace), as expected (see Equation A28 in Appendix A).
The (−e/me)E//∂fe/∂v// term (Figure  4a) is related to the instantaneous measure of the field-particle correla-
tion (FPC) indicating local energization by E// (see e.g., McCubbin et al.  (2022)). For this event, E// is small 
compared to E⊥2, so the signal in (−e/me)E//∂fe/∂v// (Figure  4a) appears faint compared to (−e/me)E⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥2 
(Figure 4b). Thus, the full term (−e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe in Figure 4c (computed in spherical energy-space coordinates) 
and Figure 4d (computed in Cartesian coordinates) closely resemble the structure in (−e/me)E⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥2. The (−e/
me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe term (Figure 4g) is directly proportional to the gyrophase derivative ∂fe/∂ϕg (e.g., Gurnett & 
Bhattacharjee, 2005), and is written simply as:

(−!∕"!)(! × ") ⋅ ∇!#! = −$%!

(

&⟂2
'#!

'&⟂1
− &⟂1

'#!

'&⟂2

)

= $%!

'#!

'()

, (10)

where ϕg denotes the gyrophase angle related to the velocity-space coordinates by: tan(ϕg)  =  v⊥2/v⊥1, and 
ωce = eB/me is the electron cyclotron frequency. The two intermediate terms −ωcev⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥1 and −ωcev⊥1∂fe/∂v⊥2 
are shown in Figures 4e and 4f, respectively. Alternatively, the Cartesian analog (Figure 4h) is computed in GSE 
coordinates (see Appendix A) as follows:

(−!∕"!)(! × ") ⋅ ∇!#! = (−!∕"!)

[

($%&' − $'&%)
(#!

($)
+ ($'&) − $)&')

(#!

($%
+ ($)&% − $%&))

(#!

($'

]

. (11)
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The last two rows of Figure 4 show comparisons of all three terms of the electron Vlasov equation measured 
by MMS 2 at time t1 (panels i–l) and the four-spacecraft average at time t2 (panels m–p), where the two times 
are indicated in the upper panel of the electron bulk velocity Ue⊥1 observed by the four spacecraft. The slice in 
Figure 4j shows the measure of v  ⋅ ∇fe obtained from (v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t (discussed above), while for comparison, 
the slice in Figure 4n shows the full v ⋅ ∇fe term obtained from the standard four spacecraft spatial gradient. All 
quantities in the second to last row (panels i–l) feature single-spacecraft computations at MMS 2, while quantities 
in the last row of Figure 4 (panels m–p) are averaged over the MMS tetrahedron. Comparing Figures 4n and 4p 
(which correspond to Figures 1h and 1m, respectively), there is notable qualitative agreement that is consistent 
with the electron Vlasov equation: since the magnitude of ∂fe/∂t is negligible compared to v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe 
throughout velocity-space, we expect the regions of positive red (negative blue) pixels in v ⋅ ∇fe to be balanced 
by regions of negative blue (positive red) pixels in (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. While there is qualitative agreement between 
these regions of velocity space, quantitative agreement appears to be lacking due to the differing relative sizes 
of the velocity-space regions of alternating color; this disagreement, which we suspect is due to instrumental 
limitations, is revisited below.

Next, we consider the temporal evolution and velocity-space balance of these structures in each term of the 
electron Vlasov equation by considering another electron-scale current layer encountered by MMS on 1 October 
2016 (see Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) for additional discussion of this event). Figures 5a–5c provide the 
plasma context for this event, along with a sequence of five times (indicated by gray dashed lines) that corre-
spond to the time each column of v⊥1-v⊥2 distribution slices (1–5) was taken. The first row of distribution slices 
(A1–A5) shows the nongyrotropic structure of fe throughout the layer as observed by MMS 3. Distributions A2 
and A3 feature a crescent-type structure, while the distribution becomes more elliptical along the v⊥2 direction 
in distribution A4.

The second row (B1–B5) features the time derivative term ∂fe/∂t from MMS 3. Again, ∂fe/∂t is roughly 2 orders 
of magnitude smaller throughout velocity space compared to the other Vlasov equation terms, consistent with 
Equations 4 and 5. The bipolar pattern in ∂fe/∂t seen in distribution B4 is consistent with the signature corre-
sponding to a local bulk velocity gradient ∇⊥2Ue⊥1 discussed previously (see figs. 1e and 3 of Shuster, Gershman, 
et al. (2021)). Distributions B2 and B3 show more complicated, nested structures yielding a tripolar pattern (blue, 
red, and blue) going along the v⊥1 direction at v⊥2 ≈ 0. Distributions (C1–C5) show the full term v ⋅ ∇fe computed 
from the four spacecraft. Since this quantity is effectively an average over the MMS tetrahedron, its magnitude is 
reduced compared to the single-spacecraft measurements in rows D and E. This four-spacecraft measure of v ⋅ ∇fe 
does capture some of the nested distribution structures in distributions C2 and C3; however, the signatures are not 
as pronounced as those seen in row D.

In distributions (D1–D5), we make use of Equation 6 to obtain a better spatially resolved version of v ⋅ ∇fe via 
the quantity (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t. The magnitude of this quantity based on this single-spacecraft measure of ∂fe/∂t is 
comparable to the (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe term, and reflects the more detailed velocity-space signatures. Distribution D2 
contains at least six distinct regions of alternating color: going from left to right along v⊥1, there are three regions 
alternating from blue → red → blue for v⊥2 > 0, and the mirror image red → blue → red for v⊥2 < 0. Distributions 
(E1–E5) show the full (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe term computed following the procedure outlined and discussed in Figure 4. 
The magnitudes of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe in this row are mostly reversed from the structures in the row just above it, as 
expected from the Vlasov equation. Distributions E2 and E3 also capture the six distinct regions of alternating 
polarity in velocity space comparable to distributions D2 and D3. Finally, row F estimates the balance between 
these two most prominent terms shown in rows D and E by computing the quantity: (v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t − (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. 
Due to the varying spatiotemporal and velocity-space instrument resolutions affecting both terms in this differ-
ence, the result is somewhat noisy. Nevertheless, the magnitude and coherency of row F are visibly muted from 
the pronounced and distinct structures featured in the individual terms (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe in rows D 
and E, which reflects qualitative consistency with expectations based on the Vlasov equation.

3.3. Double-Maxwellian Model for the Balance of v · ∇fe and (F/me) · ∇v fe

In this section, we develop a model that offers an intuition for interpreting the balance between v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/
me) ⋅ ∇v fe in the electron Vlasov equation. Previously, Shuster, Gershman et al. (2021) developed a simplified 
model (see their Equation 1) based on a single Maxwellian population that captured the observed variations 
in v ⋅ ∇fe for various kinds of electron-scale gradient situations arising at the Earth's magnetopause, including 
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density, bulk velocity, and temperature gradients. While the single-Maxwellian model successfully describes 
much of the v ⋅ ∇fe term's velocity-space structure, it is unable to properly account for the self-consistent struc-
tures in (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe needed to explain the MMS observations shown here and to satisfy the Vlasov equation in 
each of those gradient cases.

The previous single-Maxwellian model is successful in accounting for (F/me)  ⋅ ∇v fe only in the simplest case 
where there is a spatial gradient in the density (∇ne  ≠  0), but no gradients in bulk velocity or temperature 
(∇Ue = 0 and ∇Te = 0). In this case, the bipolar velocity-space signature along the v⊥2 direction associated with 
v ⋅ ∇fe ≈ v⊥2∇⊥2 fe is balanced by terms proportional to E⊥2(∂fe/∂v⊥2) and B(∂fe/∂v⊥2) (see Equation 2 of Shuster, 
Gershman, et  al.  (2021)). However, in the more complicated gradient cases, a single Maxwellian population 

Figure 3. Single-spacecraft measurements of the parallel component of the electron pressure divergence (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ obtained from ∂fe/∂t agree with the large-scale 
parallel electric field E// detected by Electric Field Double Probe (EDP) for the 23 December 2016 event. (a) Magnetic field Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) 
z-component observed by all four magnetospheric multiscale (MMS) spacecraft. (b) Total (black), parallel (blue), and perpendicular (red) electron temperature profiles 
from MMS 1. (c, d) Parallel electric field from EDP (black) and single-spacecraft measure of (−∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕∕(!"!) computed from FPI measurements of ∂fe/∂t as defined 
in the text (green) for MMS 1 and 2, respectively. Rows A through F show MMS 2 distribution slices taken from times t1, t2, and t3 as indicated by the dashed lines in 
panels (a)–(d). (A1–A3) v⊥1-v⊥2 slices of fe showing the spatial evolution of the crescent-shaped velocity-space structure. (B1–B3) and (C1–C3) feature single-spacecraft 
measurements of (−1/VN)∂fe/∂t and (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t that are representative of increased spatial resolution versions of ∇⊥2 fe and v ⋅ ∇fe, respectively. (D1–D3), (E1–E3), 
and (F1–F3) show v//-v⊥2 slices of the same quantities as (A1–A3), (B1–B3), and (C1–C3), respectively, showing the kinetic velocity-space structures which contribute 
directly to the (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ that supports the large-scale E//. Row G shows MMS 1 v//-v⊥2 slices of fe from times t4, t5, and t6, the times when MMS 1 observed the E// 
structure. For reference, Row H shows the four-spacecraft measurement of ∇⊥2 fe, which has a lower spatial resolution (average spacecraft separation is approximately 
10 km), yet still exhibits distinct velocity-space patterns corresponding to the spatial gradient in the parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures as indicated by the 
schematics in panels (e), (f), and (g).
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cannot effect more complicated structure in velocity space other than a bipolar signature; skewed, multicom-
ponent quadrupolar, and ring-like velocity-space structures require the distribution to deviate from a simple 
Maxwellian.

Extending the model of Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021), here we model the necessary non-Maxwellianity by 
representing the distribution as a sum of two spatially varying Maxwellian populations:

!"1 = #"1

(
$"

2%&"1

)3∕2

exp

[
−$"

2&"1
(! − ""1)

2

]

 (12)

Figure 4.
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!"2 = #"2
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$"

2%&"2

)3∕2
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−$"

2&"2
(! − ""2)

2

]

 (13)

!" =

(
1 − tanh(#∕$)

2

)

!"1 +

(
1 + tanh(#∕$)

2

)

!"2, (14)

where each parameter set {ne1, Ue1, Te1} and {ne2, Ue2, Te2} corresponds to the plasma parameters (density, bulk 
velocity, and temperature) from each side of the current sheet (denoted by the subscripts “1” and “2”) of the 
current layer, and the parameter d specifies the gradient scale length. The tanh(x/d) dependences are used to 
smoothly transition the distribution from fe1 to fe2 across the layer. We focus on the distribution at the center of the 
layer where x = 0 so that fe = (fe1 + fe2)/2 represents a mixture of both populations. Figures 6a and 6b show two 
schematics illustrating the basic effect of the electric and magnetic fields on the electron distribution (discussed 
below), and the remaining panels present model results for four gradient situations of interest. The four spatial 
gradient cases considered are density ∇ne, bulk velocity ∇Ue, temperature ∇Te, and a combination of each of 
these. The model results for each of these gradient cases correspond to panels (c–e), (f–h), (i–k), and (l–p), 
respectively.

The simplest density gradient case is understood directly from the schematic diagrams in Figures 6a and 6b, and 
is illustrated by the first row of Figures 6c–6e. The electric field component E⊥2 directly accelerates electrons in 
the −v⊥2 direction (Figure 6a). Thus, electrons with v⊥2 < 0 gain energy from the electric field (Je ⋅ E > 0), while 
electrons with v⊥2 > 0 lose energy (Je ⋅ E < 0). For half of the velocity-space with v⊥2 > 0, these electrons are 
transported toward regions of locally increasing phase space density, hence the quantity (−e/me)E⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥2 > 0 
(red color). For the other half of the velocity-space with v⊥2 < 0, the situation is reversed: these electrons are 
moved toward regions of decreasing phase space density, hence the quantity (−e/me)E⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥2 < 0 (blue color). 
Even though electrons moving through a magnetic field experience a more complicated rotational force, the effect 
of the magnetic field term (−e/me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe on a Maxwellian distribution resembles that of the electric field 
term, as illustrated by the schematic in Figure 6b. Because the term (−e/me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe is directly proportional 
to the gyrophase derivative of fe (see Equation 10), a gyrotropic Maxwellian distribution centered at Ue⊥ = 0 
would remain unchanged in the presence of a magnetic field: individual electrons would gyrate in response to B, 
but the gyrotropic symmetry of the electron ensemble is preserved. When Ue⊥ ≠ 0, as shown in Figure 6b, the 
gyrophase derivative detects a nonzero signal. For Ue⊥1 > 0, the gyrophase derivative (taken along a path follow-
ing the magenta arrow) in the lower half of velocity space with v⊥2 < 0 is positive ∂fe/∂ϕg > 0 as the magnetic 
force pushes electrons toward regions of higher phase space density (red color). For the other half of velocity 
space with v⊥2 > 0, the gyrophase derivative is negative ∂fe/∂ϕg < 0 as the magnetic force moves electrons toward 
regions of lower phase space density (blue color). For the more complicated gradient cases where the distribution 
is represented by two Maxwellians, each Maxwellian is associated with its own bipolar structure in velocity space 
due to the net E and B forces. The addition of these multiple, overlapping bipolar structures of opposite polarity 
is capable of producing the ring and skewed quadrupolar structures in (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe necessary to balance v ⋅ ∇fe 
in the bulk velocity and temperature gradient cases.

Figures 6c, 6f, 6i, and 6l show the two constituent distributions fe1 (orange) and fe2 (green) contributing to the 
total fe (black) (to avoid crowding these diagrams, the black trace shows 2fe = fe1 + fe2). The next two panels in 
each row show the resulting v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe for the total distribution fe. We employ the technique of 

Figure 4. Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) measurements of all intermediary terms needed to compute the full velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe, along 
with comparisons to single-spacecraft and multi-spacecraft measurements of the remaining terms in the Vlasov equation. (a) Four spacecraft measurements of the 
electron bulk velocity Ue⊥1. (b) Balance of terms in the electron momentum equation: the electron pressure divergence component (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 computed from the four 
spacecraft Level 2 (L2) moments (green), (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 inferred from MMS 1 measurements of ∂fe/∂t (blue), the force density ene(E + Ue × B) computed from the standard 
L2 moments (orange), and −ene(E + Ue × B) computed from taking the first moment of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe (red) for comparison with (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 . The gold circles benchmark 
our moments computation, showing how the integral quantity ∫ !⟂2 (F ⋅ ∇v fe)d 3v aligns closely with the standard measure of the force density term ! "#"(! + "" × #)⟂2 . 
The panels in (c), (g), (k), and (o) show quantities computed in spherical velocity-space coordinates native to the FPI instrumentation, while panels (d), (h), (l), and 
(p) are computed after interpolating fe to a Cartesian velocity-space grid. (a) (−e/me)E//∂fe/∂v// and (b) (−e/me)E⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥2 provide the dominant contributions to the 
full electric field term (c, d) (−e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe. (e) −ωcev⊥2∂fe/∂v⊥1 and (f) −ωcev⊥1∂fe/∂v⊥2 are subtracted to obtain the full gyrophase derivative term (g, h) (−e/me) 
(v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe = ωce∂fe/∂ϕg. Panels (i)–(l) show all three terms of the electron Vlasov equation observed by MMS 2: (i) ∂fe/∂t, (j) (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t as a higher resolution 
proxy for v ⋅ ∇fe, and (k, l) the full velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe computed by adding (c, d) (−e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe and (g, h) (−e/me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe together. 
Panels (m)–(p) show the three Vlasov equation terms at time t2: (m) four-spacecraft average < ∂fe/∂t >, (n) four-spacecraft measurement of v ⋅ ∇fe, (o,p) four-spacecraft 
average < (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe >. The orientation of all the velocity-space slices is v⊥1 (horizontal) versus v⊥2 (vertical) except for panel (a) which is v// (horizontal) versus v⊥2 
(vertical).
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Figure 5.
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Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) to evaluate the total term v ⋅ ∇fe = (v ⋅ ∇fe1 + v ⋅ ∇fe2)/2, and we use the model 
defined above in Equations 12–14 to directly evaluate (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe = [(F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe1 + (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe2]/2. Because 
the total distribution fe is a sum of two Maxwellians, the total v ⋅ ∇fe structures look very similar to the results 
presented in Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) (see their fig. 1). However, here, the inherent non-Maxwellianity 
of the combined model distribution defined by fe = (fe1 + fe2)/2 introduces sufficient complexity to the shape of 
fe so that the velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe develops to self-consistently balance the spatial gradient 
term in each gradient situation. We note that neither the single-Maxwellian nor the double-Maxwellian models 
satisfy the Vlasov equation exactly (for a recent treatment of an exact solution to the Vlasov-Maxwell system, see 
e.g., Shuster, Bessho, et al. (2021)). Nevertheless, these analytical models are suggested for intuitive purposes 
without having to carry out the sophisticated solution techniques required for the Vlasov-Maxwell system, and 
there is excellent qualitative agreement between the spatial and velocity-space gradient terms as is evident by 
comparing the v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe columns (compare panels d, g, j, m to e, h, k, o, respectively) of Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Double-Maxwellian model results and schematics offering an intuition for interpreting how the balance between the v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe terms is 
achieved in the electron Vlasov equation for a variety of gradient contexts arising at Earth's magnetopause. (a, b) Schematics illustrating the effect of the (a) electric and 
(b) magnetic forces on the velocity-space structure of the electron distribution when fe is assumed to be a single Maxwellian. Panels (c, d, e), (f, g, h), (i, j, k), and (l, m, 
o, p) feature results applicable to a spatial gradient in the electron density ∇ne, bulk velocity ∇Ue, temperature ∇Te, and a combination of these gradients, respectively. 
The column of panels (c, f, i, l) show the two Maxwellian populations fe1 (orange) and fe2 (green) whose sum is equal to the total electron distribution fe = (fe1 + fe2)/2 
(black traces show 2fe to avoid crowding the fe1 and fe2 curves). The panels in column (d, g, j, m) show v ⋅ ∇fe, while (e, h, k, o) show (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. Panel (p) shows the 
sensitivity of the total fe distribution to the fields quantities: the correct electric field E⊥2 = 14.5 mV/m yields a (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe structure which balances v ⋅ ∇fe in panel 
(m); however, when the electric field is artificially adjusted by a few mV/m to E⊥2 = 12 mV/m, the needed quadrupole structure vanishes as the inner bipolar peaks 
associated with fe2 are significantly reduced.

Figure 5. Spatiotemporal evolution of the velocity-space balance of each term of the electron Vlasov equation for the event observed by MMS on 1 October 2016. 
(a)–(c) Four-spacecraft measurements of plasma quantities of interest for context: (a) Total magnetic field strength |B|, (b) perpendicular electron bulk velocity Ue⊥1, 
and (c) single-spacecraft and multi-spacecraft measurements of ⊥2-component of the electron pressure tensor (∇ ⋅ !!)⟂2 (analogous to Figure 2c), with five dashed 
lines indicating the times at which the v⊥1-v⊥2 distribution slices below are taken. Rows A–F show single-spacecraft measurements from MMS 3, while Row C shows 
measurements computed from the four spacecraft. (A1–A5) Electron phase space density fe showing the various nongyrotropic and elongated velocity-space structures 
which develop within the current layer. (B1–B5) ∂fe/∂t from MMS 3. (C1–C5) four-spacecraft spatial gradient term v ⋅ ∇fe. (D1–D5) (−v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t from MMS 3, 
representing a higher resolution, single-spacecraft proxy for v ⋅ ∇fe. (E1–E5) (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. (F1–F5) Difference between (v⊥2/VN)∂fe/∂t and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe, giving a 
qualitative indication of how the velocity-space balance is achieved for the electron Vlasov equation terms.
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Figure 6p shows the sensitivity of the velocity-space structures in (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe to the magnitude of the measured 
fields quantities: adjusting the electric field by only 2 or 3 mV/m removes the inner bipolar structure needed to 
balance the v ⋅ ∇fe.

4. Conclusions, Discussion, and Outlook
We computed and compared the velocity-space structure of all three terms in the electron Vlasov equation 
using MMS measurements of electron-scale current layers observed in the vicinity of Earth's magnetopause. 
In particular, we presented MMS measurements of the velocity-space gradient term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe and each 
of the terms needed to compute it, including (−e/me)E//∂fe/∂v//, which is specifically relevant to recent studies 
quantifying the non-resonant FPC associated with direct energization by the parallel electric field (Klein 
& Howes, 2016; McCubbin et al., 2022). Using our methodology, we discussed the physical effect that the 
electric and magnetic fields have on the electron ensemble via (−e/me)E ⋅ ∇v fe and (−e/me) (v × B) ⋅ ∇v fe, 
and how these terms cooperate to balance the previously reported spatial gradient structures for a variety 
of spatial gradient contexts observed by MMS in the vicinity of the magnetopause (Shuster, Gershman, 
et al., 2021). In the same way that the velocity-space integral of the quantity v(v ⋅ ∇fe) is directly related to 
∇ ⋅ Pe as discussed by Shuster et al. (2019), we note that the integral of the quantity (1/2)mev 2(F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe is 
the velocity-space analog of the electron energy conversion term Je ⋅ E. The regions of alternating polarity 
in the velocity-space structure of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe highlight the relevant energies and directions of the electrons 
that are most efficiently accelerated (or decelerated) by the electric and magnetic fields, with the net result 
being the total amount of energy that is transferred between the electric field and the electron ensemble as 
measured by Je ⋅ E.

We implemented fourth-order finite difference estimates for the temporal and velocity-space derivatives to 
improve the accuracy of the resulting FPI gradient measurements. In particular, we found that for approximately 
steady-state structures moving past MMS on the order of 50–100 km/s, the temporal derivative ∂fe/∂t can be 
used to construct a single-spacecraft version of the spatial derivative ∇fe. This is especially useful for computing 
higher resolution single-spacecraft measurements of quantities such as the electron pressure divergence ∇ ⋅ Pe 
within electron-scale structures smaller than the spacecraft separation, which is commonly the case for thin 
current sheets and EDRs at the magnetopause. Using these single-spacecraft measurements, we found that the 
perpendicular contribution to ∇ ⋅ Pe was three to four times larger than previously reported (Shuster et al., 2019), 
which affects our understanding of the force balance of terms in the electron momentum equation and general-
ized Ohm's law (e.g., Beedle et al., 2022). Additionally, we showed single-spacecraft measurements of (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ 
that exhibit better agreement with the extended regions of enhanced parallel electric field E// similar to the EDR 
event first reported by Wilder et al.  (2017) within the magnetosheath, and consistent with 3D particle-in-cell 
(PIC) simulations (Liu et al., 2013). Our approach enables identification of the particular velocity-space struc-
tures of the relevant Vlasov equation terms that contribute directly to (∇ ⋅ !!)∕∕ and thus support the extended 
regions of nonideal E//. Although here we focused on terms of the electron Vlasov equation within electron-scale 
current layers at the dayside magnetopause in the present study, we note that this approach is also applicable to 
larger-scale structures in other environments as well. For example, MMS dual ion spectrometer measurements 
may be utilized to analyze terms of the ion Vlasov equation applicable to ion-scale current sheets such as those 
commonly found in the Earth's magnetotail. Furthermore, this method of estimating gradient quantities such as 
the electron pressure divergence and other terms appearing in the generalized Ohm's law from a single spacecraft 
is especially useful for events when four spacecraft data are not readily available, such as when data are missing 
from one spacecraft, or when the four spacecraft are not flying in a tetrahedral formation.

Similar to how Shuster, Gershman, et al. (2021) developed a simplified, single Maxwellian model for v ⋅ ∇fe, 
here we introduce an additional layer of sophistication to that approach by representing the electron distribution 
at the center of the current layer as a sum of two Maxwellians: fe = (fe1 + fe2)/2, where fe1 and fe2 are determined 
from observations of the plasma moments on either side of the layer. We show that for this double-Maxwellian 
model distribution, ∇fe retains a similar structure to the results of Shuster, Gershman, et  al.  (2021), but the 
non-Maxwellian nature of the combined distribution permits a nontrivial signal in the (F/me)  ⋅ ∇v fe term that 
closely resembles the v ⋅ ∇fe structures. While our double-Maxwellian model does not satisfy the Vlasov equa-
tion exactly, the improvement is reminiscent of the recent work by Allanson et al.  (2017) reporting an exact 
Vlasov-Maxwell equilibrium solution for an asymmetric current layer that consists of a sum of four drifting 
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Maxwellian populations, a form of the distribution function that is amenable to recent multi-beam analysis meth-
ods developed by Goldman et al. (2021).

Due to the limitations of the MMS temporal, spatial, and velocity-space resolutions, we note that the Vlasov 
equation terms we computed (e.g., row F in Figure 5) do not sum to zero exactly throughout velocity-space. 
Because the magnetopause environment is believed to be collisionless to an excellent approximation, we do not 
believe this deviation from zero to be physical; rather, we suspect the instrumentation on MMS, while ground-
breaking, was not specifically designed to measure the entire velocity space with the exactness that satisfying the 
Vlasov equation would require, consistent with Argall et al. (2022). Nevertheless, we emphasize the remarkable 
qualitative and visual agreement between v ⋅ ∇fe and (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe (i.e., comparing rows D and E in Figure 5) that 
MMS successfully captures. This consistency agrees with expectation based on the Vlasov equation, and serves 
as testament to the unprecedented FPI and fields instrumentation onboard the MMS tetrahedron, which clearly 
have surpassed their original design requirements. Furthermore, these results have important implications appli-
cable whenever we believe MMS is sampling regions of collisionless plasma, that is, whenever we believe the 
Vlasov equation is satisfied: from careful measurements of two of the terms in the Vlasov equation, in principle, 
we may obtain the third without needing to measure it. This application is especially useful for single spacecraft 
missions where multiple spatial points cannot be simultaneously measured, and for multi-spacecraft missions 
such as MMS where, by having access to all three terms, we are able to choose the term with optimal resolution 
for studying the particular plasma phenomenon of interest.

The ability to measure each term of the Vlasov equation has implications for assessing the degree to which plas-
mas are actually “collisionless,” for example, in the weakly collisional solar wind, or in the meso-scale transition 
region between the outer and inner magnetosphere regions (i.e., going from the collisionless magnetotail region 
to the collisional ionosphere). Quantifying the collisionality of plasmas is immediately relevant to the outstanding 
mystery of how dissipative processes, like magnetic reconnection, are able to occur in the collisionless regime. 
The presence of collisions, if detected, and even if present for a portion of the plasma's velocity space, could serve 
as a source of the resistivity needed to drive or initiate the reconnection energy conversion process. This work, 
with the help of state-of-the-art kinetic plasma simulations, such as PIC simulations, may serve as a guide for 
future mission concepts and instrument designs specifically targeting kinetic processes described by the ion and 
electron Vlasov equations.

Appendix A: Computing Velocity-Space Gradients With FPI
Since the FPI energies follow an approximately logarithmic spacing, we utilize the following coordinate 
transformation:

!
′ = !0 ln(!∕!0), (A1)

where E (in eV) specifies the FPI energy targets, and E0 is taken to be 1 eV for unit consistency. With this substi-
tution, the spacing between consecutive E′ targets is approximately a constant: ΔE′. Starting from the original 
phase space density measurements in FPI coordinates fe = fe(E, θ, ϕ), and noting that E is independent of both θ 
and ϕ, we therefore obtain ∂fe/∂E as follows:

!"#

!$
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!"#

!$′
, (A2)

where we approximate ∂fe/∂E′ at ! "′
#
 for all {θ, ϕ} using a fourth order centered difference estimation, given by:
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Similarly, we estimate ∂fe/∂θ at θi for all {E, ϕ} and ∂fe/∂ϕ at ϕi for all {E, θ} via the following.

!"#

!$
≈

−"#($%+2) + 8"#($%+1) − 8"#($%−1) + "#($%−2)
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 (A4)
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where Δθ = Δϕ = 11.25°. To compute ∂fe/∂E′ at the energy endpoints, we use fourth order forward and back-
ward difference estimations. We evaluate ∂fe/∂ϕ at the ϕ endpoints by utilizing the periodicity of the azimuthal ϕ 
grid. Since the polar θ grid is not periodic, we note that some terms appearing in the evaluation of ∂fe/∂θ at the θ 
endpoint locations θ0, θ1, θ14, and θ15 require the ϕ coordinate to be flipped by 180°. To convert the energy space 
derivatives to derivatives in velocity space, we use the non-relativistic transformation ! " =

√
2#∕$% along with 

Equation A2, from which we readily obtain:

!"#

!$
=

%"#

%&

!&

!$
= '#$

%"#

%&
= '#$

&0

&

%"#

%&′
= &0

√
2'#

&

%"#

%&′
. (A6)

Ultimately, we wish to obtain derivatives with respect to Cartesian velocity space coordinates in order to directly 
evaluate the term (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe. Converting from spherical velocity space coordinates (v, θ, ϕ) to Cartesian veloc-
ity space coordinates (vx, vy, vz) via the coordinate relationships.
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= !
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2
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2
$ (A7)

!" = ! sin(#) cos($) (A8)

!" = ! sin(#) sin($) (A9)

!" = ! cos(#) (A10)

!"∕!# = tan($), (A11)

we construct the Cartesian velocity space derivatives as follows:
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which can be written in matrix form as:
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Evaluating each of the nine coordinate derivatives explicitly, we have:

!"

!"#
= sin($) cos(%) (A16)
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Substituting Equations A6 and A16 to A24 into Equation A15, we obtain the desired Cartesian velocity-space 
derivative skymaps ∂fe/∂vx, ∂fe/∂vy, and ∂fe/∂vz as functions of the original FPI energy space coordinates {E, θ, ϕ}.
The rightmost column of Figure  4 presents results obtained from implementing an alternative computation 
approach that involves first interpolating fe(E, θ, ϕ) to a Cartesian velocity space grid: fe(vx, vy, vz). In these 
Cartesian coordinates, the desired derivatives are readily obtained via fourth order finite difference estimations 
as follows.
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Here, we note that assuming fe approaches 0 sufficiently fast as |v| → ∞, taking the first moment of the electron 
Vlasov equation (i.e., multiplying Equation 1 by the particle momentum mev and integrating over velocity space) 
yields the net force density acting on the electron ensemble:

∫
!(" ⋅ ∇!!")#

3
$ = "%"(# + $" × %), (A28)

where F = −(e/me) (E + v × B) for an electron. Analogously to how the spatial gradient term ∇fe is fundamentally 
related to ∇ ⋅ Pe as discussed by Shuster et al. (2019), the velocity-space gradient term ∇v fe is the kinetic origin of 
the electron energy conversion term Je ⋅ E as illustrated by the following integral equation for the second moment:

1

2
!" ∫

#
2(!∕!") ⋅ ∇"$"%

3
# = "&"#" ⋅ $ = −%" ⋅ $, (A29)

where Je  =  −eneUe is the electron contribution to the current (e.g., Gurnett & Bhattacharjee,  2005). Thus, 
velocity-space visualizations of (F/me) ⋅ ∇v fe provide a kinetic perspective that illuminates which electron popu-
lations contribute substantially to Je ⋅ E.

Data Availability Statement
The authors especially thank the MMS instrument teams for providing unprecedented, high-quality data sets, 
available to the public via https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/.
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